
                                            CAMPING FLUXX
                                            Release Date: February 2nd

                                            Whether you bring this deck  
                                            with you when you go camping  
                                            or just imagine an outdoor 
                                            adventure while you play at  
                                            home, this version of Fluxx is  
                                            all about the joys of a great  
                                            camping trip. Hopefully it 
                                            won’t Rain, and there won’t 
                                            be any Mosquitoes!

                                               JINXX
                                               Release Date: May 3rd

                                               An abstract strategy game 
                                               for 2-4 players, featuring 
                                               stacking pyramids in three  
                                               sizes and four colors; black, 
                                               white, gray, and clear. Using 
                                               pyramid size and die roll to                                                 
                                               determine possible moves on
                                               the board, players attempt to 
                                              capture an opponent’s piece 
or better position their own while avoiding elimination.

                                                 LOONEY ORACLE
                                                 Release Date: July 2nd

                                                 The Looney Oracle can  
                                                 answer all of life’s questions 
                                                 with spooky accuracy! You 
                                                 can ask it a YES/NO question, 
                                                 or you can get some cryptic
                                                 advice, but first you will
                                                 have to answer the Oracle’s 
                                                 questions. Both fun and
                                               surprisingly deep, the Oracle 
is a great take-along to parties and sleepovers. Or keep it on 
your desk at work to help you make those hard decisions!                                            WINNIE-THE-POOH FLUXX

                                            Release Date: September 5th

                                            Join Winnie-the-Pooh, Tigger,  
                                            and Christopher Robin’s other  
                                            friends as they romp about the
                                            Hundred Acre Wood! Will Winnie 
                                            get stuck in Rabbit’s doorway 
                                            again and will Eeyore find his 
                                            tail? (Yes, of course!) Will Piglet 
                                            catch a Heffalump or a Woozle? 
                                            (No, you silly old bear, those 
don’t exist!) This version of Fluxx also includes special New 
Rules that allow stuffed animal friends to join the game!
** Artwork not final.

Head to your computer and visit us online at www.looneylabs.com/product-announcements! 
Looney Labs is a progressive, woman owned and operated game company that 

has been making smart, fun, and yes…slightly looney…games for over 25 years.

OUR 2024 NEW PRODUCT L INEUP

                              THE REST OF ROW E EXPANSION
                              Release Date: May 3rd

                              This Chrononauts expansion pack fills 
                              out the rest of Row E – the 21st century 
                              so far. In the alternate universe you 
                              come from, did Donald Trump or Hillary 
                              Clinton win the 2016 elections? Did the
                              Supreme Court overturn Roe v. Wade or
                              did we pass the Equal Rights Amendment? 
                              There’s ten new cards to expand your 
                              travels through time!

                              THE PATSY PACK
                              Release Date: September 5th

                              Who’s that clip-clopping steadily behind
                              our gallant monarch? Why it’s Patsy, his 
                              beloved... steed? (Pretty sure he’s using
                              coconuts!) He’ll lead you to adventures,
                              and carry your stuff while you’re at it! 
                              Beware the Bridge of Doom, however! 
                              Its punishments are as dire as they are 
                              capricious! Seven new cards to add to the
                              wacky hilarity that is Monty Python Fluxx!
** Artwork not final.


